
Lower Woodford, Little Durnford, Netton Hill

5.5 miles, park by arrangement at Wheatsheaf Inn SU 125350.

Leave Inn car-park and turn left (NNE) along the road for 0.3 m. Shortly after a FP signpost to the right, turn 
left (GR 123533) up a metalled road. After 0.2m take stile on the left (GR 123 3545) and walk S then SW 
for about ½ mile over a succession of fields. Cross a stile onto a road at GR 1195 3445. Cross right to a track 
on the left at the end of which take a stile into a field and turn right to continue S along the field edge. At GR 
120341 dog leg left for a few yards then resume right to walk SE to a track at GR  1207 3402. Turn left to 
walk NE, cross Little Durnford bridge, continue past the Home Farm buildings to the road at GR 126 342.

Cross road and walk NE along the Avenue to Keeper's Cottage at GR 1320 3457. Continue forward NE for 
0.7 m to a hedge line and concealed cross track at GR 1380 3505 (Monarch's Way). Turn left to head NW on 
an overgrown narrow track for 0.6m to a cross track at GR 1315 3536. Take coffee here, adjacent to woods. 
[At this point, one could cut 1.5 mile off the walk by turning left to Salterton Farm.] Then turn right to head 
due north for ½ mile to another cross track ** (GR 1315 3586) where again by turning left, the walk 
distance could be reduced. We continue NE to a hard-surfaced track at GR 1350 3645. Here the ROW 
continues on the same line towards the remains of a barn, but it is easier to turn left and follow the track to 
this point (GR 1276 3652). This should be a cross track where we turn left to head down hill WNW and then 
WSW. The main track continues under some power lines but our route veers off to the right at GR 1325 
3670 on an easy-to-miss narrower track Continue down to the road in Netton at GR 132368. Turn left and 
left again at the next road junction (GR 1303 3663). After 300m the road swings right and, just after Heale 
Cottage at GR 1310 3665), take the path left leading up into the wood. Climb to exit the wood at GR 1300 
3606. Continue up the field S for 300m and, at the path junction at GR 1300 3693, some 400m away from 
the junction passed earlier at ** above, you turn right to walk down hill SW to Salterton Farm. 

At the road by Salterton Farm (GR 129357) turn left for a few yards and then take the BW right. Follow this, 
generally SW, crossing the river by a footbridge and reach the road at GR 126354. Turn left and follow the 
road back to the Inn CP.
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